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0. Introduction 
In the 60’s Browder published a series of papers about the behavior of torsion in 
the cohomology of finite H-spaces. One of his goals was to prove that the integral 
cohomology of a finite H-space has p-torsion of order at most p where p is any 
prime. In [2] it was shown that the existence of @-torsion for some primep implied 
the existence of nonzero Bockstein’s pi for i~r. Furthermore, it was shown that if 
the modp cohomology of a finite H-space was primitively generated, then the 
integral cohomology has p-torsion of order at most p. In [3], Browder shows that 
the crucial fact needed to answer this question is what Bocksteins hit the even 
generators of the modp cohomology. 
In this paper, we prove that if X is a simply connected finite H-space with mod 2 
associative homoIogy ring, then every even generator of the mod 2 cohomology is in 
the image of the first Bockstein. Moreover, the integral cohomology has two torsion 
oforder at most two. In a previous paper 19, II] the author shows that H*(X; Z) has 
p-torsion of order at most p for p an odd prime. 
Hence these theorems show that the problem of computing torsion in simply 
connected Lie groups depends only on the underlying H-space structure of the Lie 
group. 
The theory we develop here also proves several results about the structure of the 
mod 2 cohomology ring. Throughout this paper we make the assumption that X is a 
simply connected finite H-space with H,(X; Z,) associative. We show that rhere are 
no generators of degree congruent o 2 mod 8 in H*(X; Z,). 
Furthermore, the even generators are connected by Steenrod operations in the 
following simple manner. If 2n is divisible by 4, Kane [5] shows there are no 
generators in degree 2n. Given 2n, expand it dyadically 
2n=2+4+ . . . +25+2S+Zk 
Then ifs> 1 and k>O, a generator of degree 2n lies in the image of Sq”-‘4 
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A similar theorem is true for generators of degree congruent to 1 mod 4. Suppose 
2n - 1 is congruent to 1 mod4 and 2n has the above form. Then if k> 1, SL 1 and 
there is a generator of degree 2n - 1, it is in the image of Sq2”lk. 
This paper can be considered a natural outgrowth of [7] where the author studied 
generators of degree congruent o 1 mod 4. A crucial theorem from that paper is that 
Sq2H4k+*(X;B2) is decomposable. This theorem together with the theory of 
secondary operations forces a huge amount of global information about the action 
of the Steenrod algebra on H*(X;Z2). It is natural to conjecture that 
Sq2’H 2’+ 2’A’k- ‘(X; Z,) is decomposable for all r? 0, k 2 0. The case r = 0 is the basic 
result of Browder in his paper [4]. If this conjecture were true, the techniques 
described in this paper would probably yield a wealth of information on the action 
of the Steenrod algebra on H*(X; E2). 
We organize this paper around proving the result that every generator of degree 
1+4+ -.- +2s+2S+2k for s> 1, k> 1 is in the image of Sq2”Ik. The theorems 
described above follow relatively easily. 
In Section 1 algebraic data is developed to begin the induction. We summarize 
results proved in [7] and develop some theorems about the first generators of degree 
congruent to 1 mod4. In Section 2 the secondary operation described in [9, I] is 
refined to be used for later applications. We prove that any 19-dimensional 
generator is in the image of Sq8. In Section 3, the inductive step of the main theorem 
is proved. Finally in Section 4 we describe some applications. 
1. Algebraic preliminaries’ 
We summarize some results on the Steenrod algebra and various Hopf algebra 
theorems which apply to H*(X; Z,) where X is a finite simply connected H-space 
with H,(X; Z2) an associative ring. Our references are the article on Hopf algebras 
by Milnor and Moore [I 11, the article on the Steenrod algebra by Milnor [IO] and 
the papers by Lin [9] on secondary operations. 
We begin with some facts about the Steenrod algebra. Recall that d(2) is an 
associative algebra with generators Sq2’ for ir 0 subject to the Adem relations 
b/21 
Sq’Sqb= c 
j=O 
Sq a+b-iSqJ (1.1) 
Define inductively the following sequences of elements of d(2): Qi=Sqo*o*...*2 
where the 2 appears in the (i- 1)st place. Then aQj = Qi@Qi and 
Q; = [[ . . . [Sq2, Sq4]Sq8], . .. , sq2+‘1 + (Y; 
where ai is an element in the ideal generated by Sqt. 
Let v(u)=ZU+‘- 1, UL -1. The following formulas are proved in Lin [7] and 
Thomas [12]: 
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Proposition 1.1. 
(a) 
Sq2’Q,=~jSq2/+~j+,~q2’-2’+‘+Q,_,Sq2’-’+Qj+2~q?l-2J’=-~ 
+ QjQj+lSq2’-2’+‘. 
(b) sq 4k+2=uC, Sq4k-4v(u)QU+,+ Ca;cz; 
where all terms with 4k- 4v(u) CO are omitted and a,, (TiE .:1(2) with deg a;~ 
3 mod 4. 
s-l 
sq 4k+2, C sq4k-4~ti)Qj+,+Qs+,sq~k-~~(r)+ &a; 
j=-l 
where ui, a;~ .Y’(2), deg CY;= 3mod 4. 
(4 
,- I 
sq%q Z”‘k, ~~2’+2~“k+ C sq21cri 
1=0 
(Thomas [ 121). 
Definition. (a) Let a@, k) = 2”2k + 2v(s - 1) and b(s, k) = 2S+2k + 2v(s). 
(b) A doubleton BE z/(2) of degree 2’ is a sum of monomials of the form 
blSq”b2Sq2’b3 where deg b2 = deg bJ E 0 mod 2” ’ and ic r. 
(c) Let It be the two-sided ideal of .-J(2) generated by Sq’. Let I2 be the two sided 
ideal I, - I,. Let J, be the right ideal generated by Sqf, . . . , Sq2’ for rz 2. Let K, be the 
right ideal generated by J,+ 12. 
Proposition 1.2. (a) Let r and t be positive integers uch that t= 0 mod 2”+‘. Then 
Sq%q’= sq 2’+r+ 6 where 6 is a doubleton of degree 5 2’-‘. 
(b) Let s, k be greater than or equal to one. Then Sq2s*‘kf2v(s-2J belongs to the 
right ideal generated by Sq4, Sqg, .. . , Sq”, Sq 2s*‘kplus a doubleton of degree 5 2’-‘. 
(c) Sq2’Sqzr is a doubleton of degree I 2’- ‘. 
Proof. This is Lemmas 6.16 and 6.17 of [7]. Z 
Proposition 1.3. Sq2’Sqzs1= Sq2?Sq2’+ [Sq2\ Sq~‘-‘]Sq2”-2sc’ + 6 where 6 is a double- 
ton of degree 25- ‘. 
Proof. Let < : .d(2), +.$(2). be the squaring map. Since .d(2), is commutative, < is 
a map of Hopf algebras. Dualizing, if <*=A : ~:~‘(2)+.~~(2) then one can check that 
I(Sq’) = Sq”2 if I is even and L(Sq’) = 0 if I is odd and kernel A is the ideal in 6(2) 
generated by Sq’. It follows that kernel A in even degrees consists of all doubletons 
of degree 1. By induction one can show that ker %I in degrees congruent to 0 mod 2’ 
is all doubletons of degree 2*-r. But 
P(Sq%q2’l) = Sq’Sq’= Sq’Sq’ + [Sq’, Sq’]Sq’- z 
= Aysq2”Sq2’) + 2ysqy sq2’-‘]~~(sq2’-~‘+‘). 
Hence SqzsSq2”- Sq2”Sq”+ [Sq2’, Sq25-‘]Sq2“-Y-’ belongs to kernel As. !Z 
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Henceforth, the symbol X will be used to denote a finite simply connected H- 
space with associative mod2 homology ring. We will use the notation Q’= 
QH’(X; Hz), PI= PH’(X; Z,), Q, = QH,(X; Zz), PI = PH,(X; Z,). Given a subHopf 
algebra A c H*(X; Z,) we define F,A = kerd’: A+A@-..@A. 
Given an integer n congruent to 1 mod4 we may take its dyadic expansion 
n=l +4+...+2s+2S+2k, kr0. 
Note that if k>O then n=a(s, k)- 1; otherwise n =Zv(s- l)- 1. The following 
theorems were proved in [7]: 
Theorem 1.4. Let s2 1 and k> 1. Then 
(a,) Q a(s,k)-I=Sq2~” kQb(s-I,k)-t+Sq2”‘Qb(s-1.2k-1)-I. 
(b,) Sq*“‘Q~‘S~‘44 
(c,) If t E PMS, kj _ , then t is annihilated by K, + , . Dually Q b(s+ k)- * (7 im KS + , = 0. 
Theorem 1.5. Q*xqz+*v(S- I)-1 = Sq*‘*‘Q2V(S)- I + Sq2v(s- I)Q.?‘*‘- 1. 
In Lin [7] it is shown that there is an .?/(2) submodule R s H*(X; Z,) with the 
property that R sits in an exact sequence 
O-B-R-P(H*//B)-0. 
Let E c R be the submodule concentrated in degrees congruent o 1 mod 4. Then it is 
shown [7, Cor. 6.101 that aI? E <B@R^, and d contains representatives for all 
generators of degree congruent to 1 mod4. Let B, be the .rd(2) sub-Hopf algebra 
generated by R’+ B. 
Theorem 1.6. The map QB, -QH*(X; Z_) I is an epimorphism in degrees congruent 
to 1 mod 4 and 2 mod 4 and is zero in all other degrees. 
Proof. B, contains all generators in degrees congruent to 1 mod 4 and 2 mod 4. 
Further QBf’f3 =0 because B, is generated over <d(2) by elements of degrees 
congruent o 1 mod 4 and 2 mod 4 and Sq2QH41t ‘(X; Hz) = 0 and Sq *QHeve”(X; Z2) = 
Oby[4,7]. •i 
Corollary 1.7. In B, the odd generators over the Steenrod algebra occur in degrees 
2v(j) - i 0f 2j+* +2v(j-1)-lforsomejrl. 
Proof. This follows from Theorem 1.5 since any 41+ 1 that is not of the form 
2v(j) - 1 or 2;+* +2v(j-1)-l forjrl is of the form a(s,k)-1 wheresrl and 
k> 1. Hence (a,) implies QJ’- ’ is in the image of Steenrod operations of degrees 
congruent to 0mod4. 0 
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Proposition 1.8. There is a choice of representatives for generators of degree 
congruent o 1 mod 4 with reduced coproduct in tB@ R. 
Proof. This follows from Corollary 6.10 of [7]. q 
We now state the main theorem which will be proved in the next section. 
Theorem 1.9 (Main theorem). Let k> 1, SL 1. Then 
Q O(S,k)- ’ = S$‘+‘“Qb(‘- ‘.k)- ‘_ 
We make the following inductive assumption: 
Assume for all a(s’, k’) < a(s, k), S’L 1, k’, k> 1, that Qa(s’,k’)- ’ C im Sq*““. (1.2) 
The proof of the main theorem will be complete if we prove: 
(1) Q1’=Sq*Q9. This starts the induction because 17=a(l,2)- 1. 
(2) Assuming (1.2), then 
QU(& k) - ’ c im Sq2’+ ‘!I”* 
Proposition 1.10. Assume that (1.2) holds and 6~ ~42) is a doubleton of degree 2’ 
whererls. Then if degree6mOmod2”‘, then Q”(S.~)-‘flims=O. 
Proof. By definition, 6 is a sum of monomials of the form bOSq2’b’Sq2’b2 where 
ilr and degb’=degb2=Omod2’+‘. Since deg6=Omod2”’ it follows that 
deg b,,= 0 mod 2’+ ‘. Let deg b,, = 2’+ ‘m. Then if &E Qa(s.k’- ’ there would be some 
Sq2’b’Sq2b2~#OanddegreeSq2’b,Sq2’b2~=2SC2k+2v(s- 1)-2”+‘m- 1=2v(i- l)- 
lmod2”+‘. HencedegreeSq2’blSq2’b2~=b(l,u)-1 for somelzi-1, u>l. 
Theorem 1.4(c,) implies 
Hence Qb(hu)-’ fl im Sq*‘= 0. Therefore SqZ1blSq2’b2~=0. Hence &= 0. 0 
Proposition 1.11. If (1.2) holds and k is odd, k>3, then 
QdSk)- 1 c im Sq*“*‘k. 
Proof. Suppose k = 2f+ 1 > 3 and RE Q”(s*k)-’ and RB im Sq2”Ik. By Theorem 
1.4(a,) we may assume 
_e = sq*l+ ‘2, 
where degR’=2S+2(k- 1)+25+‘+2v(s- l)- 1 =2s+3/+2v(s)- 1. 
Now since k = 21+ 1 > 3, I> 1, (1.2) implies RI = Sq2’+*‘.F2 for some X’z~ 
Q2r”‘+2”@‘-‘. Therefore 
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where 6 is a doubleton of degree 5 2’ by Proposition 1.2(a). By Proposition 1.10, 
6~~ = 0. Hence 
~=s~2““2l+“~~=s~2’~‘k~2. q 
Proposition 1.11 implies it suffices to consider the cases where k is even or k = 3. 
Proposition 1.12. Let XE Q”(sk)-’ and suppose cairn Sq2”Ik. Then X6imSq2’ 
unless i= 1 oTs+ 1. 
Proof. Theorem 1.4(c,_ t) implies Xpb imK,. Hence X’B im Sq” for 1 < iss. Now 
suppose x = Sq2k, where deg xi = 2’+ 3 k-2’+2v(s-1)-l and i>s+l. Then 
degX,=2S+2(k-2i-S-2)+2v(s-1)-1. 
If k is even then k- ZieS-*> 1, because certainly k- 2i-S-2>0. Therefore if 
k-2’-S-2=1 then i=s+2 and k=2 which would imply 2”“k=2”‘?. This 
contradicts the assumption X$ im Sq2’*‘k. 
Hence degz, = a(s, k - 2i-S-2) - 1. By inductive assumption (1.2) we have 
R, =sq2’*‘k-2’.’ R2. 
Therefore 
X=sq2~,-sq2’sq2”‘k-2i-‘X2, 
degX2=2S+*k-2i-1+2v(s-1)- 1. 
The Adem relations imply 
a I 
R= ‘i ajsq2’~‘k+2’~‘-isqj~2, 
J=o 
UjEZ2 
*,-I 
= c ajsq2s”k+2’-‘- Jsqjx2, 
j=Z’_‘-ZV(S-2) 
because forj<2’-‘-2v(s-2) 
2S+‘k+2i-1-j>degSqjx2. 
But for 2’- 1 -2v(s-2)cj<2’-’ we have 
sq2’+‘k+2’-‘-j,~ 
5 
plus a doubleton of degree I 25 by Proposition 1.2(a). Now ,?b im KS. Therefore 
X=OifREimSq*‘fori>s+l andkiseven. 
Now if k=3 then degR=2S+3+2S+2 v(s- l)- 1 and if REimSq2’ for i>s+ 1 
then i must be s + 2. So 
R=SqY?,, degzi =2s+3+2v(s-l)- 1. 
By (1.2) we have 
R, = sqz’c2~2. 
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Hence _jt’= sq2s-=sq?J+2- x1= 8,~~ where 6 is a doubleton of degree 2’. Hence 
Proposition 1.10 implies Z= 0. This completes the proof. Cl 
Proposition 1.13. ,4s._wme (1.2) holds. Let RE Q”(s.k)-’ with x~irnSq~‘~‘~. Then 
n=sq 2s*‘Zwheret~imSq”forir2anddegZ=2v(j)-1 0r2~+~+v(j-l)-1. 
Proof. By Proposition 1.11, k= 3 or k is even. 
If k=3 then by (1.2) 
Q 2s+‘+2J+Z+2”(S-1)-i=Sq2s”Q2s+‘+2V(3)-1~ 
Hence x = Sq2”’ t for some ~EQ~“‘+~“@)-‘. By Propositions 1.3 and 1.10, 
tGimSq2’for 2Sils+ 1. But then if L=Sq 2”‘~, Proposition 1.2 and Proposition 
1.10 imply ~=Sq2s+'Sq2r+L~tSq2r*'k~ii. This contradicts the assumption that 
x d im Sq2” lk. 
Now consider the case when k is even. By Theorem 1.4 
R= Sq2“+'2 
and 
degZ=2Sf2(k-2)+2v(s+ l)- 1= 
(b(r+l,(y))-1 ifk>2, 
! 2v(s+ l)- 1 if k=2. 
If k> 2 then by Theorem 1.4(c,+ t) 
Z d im Sq2’ fors+2kir2. 
By Propositions 1.3 and 1.10, 
Z d im Sq2’ for i>s+ 2. 
Therefore t B im Sq2’ for ir 2. 
By Corollary 1.7, degZ= Zv(_j) - 1 or degt=2jc2+ 2v(j- 1) - 1 for some j. If 
k = 2 then deg L = 2v(s + 1) - 1 = b(s - 1,3) - 1 and Theorem 1.4 implies 
Z d im Sq2’ for 25ils ifsr2. 
Propositions 1.3 and 1.10 imply Z$ im Sq2’ for ir 2. 
If s = 1 then deg z = 13 and if z = Sq’W then Proposition 1.2 and Proposition 1.10 
imply R = 0. This completes the proof of Proposition 1.13. 0 
Corollary 1.14. Zf (1.2) holds then ifx E Q”(sk)-’ with xpb im Sq2”‘k, either degX = 
2j+2+2v(s-1)-1 wherej>sordegR=2i+2+2j+‘+2v(s-1)-1 wherej>s. 
Proof. Either k=3 or k is even. If k=3 then degR=2j+2+2j+1+2v(s-1)-1 
wherej=s+ 1. 
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Now suppose k is even. Then R= Sq”*‘z where 
degt=2*+?(k- 1)+2v(s)- 1. 
If k=2 then degX=225+3 2v(s- l)- 1. Hence we can let j=s+l and degx= 
2j+2+2v(s- l)- 1. If k>2, then since degz must be of the form 2”2+2v(f- l)- 1 
or 2v(l) - 1, we have the following cases: 
(a) If ZSC2(k- 1)+2v(s)-l=2’+z+2v(l- l)- 1 then k=2’+2’+’ for some rzl. 
This forces degX=2”s+3+2 rcs+2+ 2v(s- 1) - 1. Hence degR has the form 
2j+2+2j+‘+2v(s- I)- 1 for somej>s. 
(b) If Z”+*(k - 1) + 2v(s) - 1 = 2v(l) - 1 for some I then k = 2’ for r> 1. 
deg,i?=2’+Sf2 +2v(s- l)- 1 which is of form 2jfz+2v(s- I)- This 
completes the 
Proposition 1.15. Assume (1.2) holds and XEQ~@‘)-~, z_dimSqzsA’“. Then if 
R E im Sq! I has one of the fo Ilo wing three forms: 
(1) 1=2s+’ +2v(r), -llrls-2. 
(2) /=24+2v(s- l), whereqrs+2. 
(3) I=2v(r), rro. 
Proof. If R= Sq’Z and I* 2 mod 4 then by Proposition 1.13 we may write 
Sq’t=Sq%Yol 
where a0 is either 1 or ao= Sq2a,. Now I* 2 mod4 implies that if cro# 1 then cxo is a 
doubleton of degree I 1. Hence trot= 0. We conclude cro= 1 and I= 2$+ ‘. Hence 
I=2s+‘+2v(-l). 
Now if I = 2 mod 4 and I# 2v(r) we may write I= 2v(r) + 2’+ 3m where m > 0. Using 
SqlHe”“(X; Z,) = 0 we get by Proposition 1.1(b) 
x=Sq’z= C Sq2’+‘m+4v(r-l)-Jv(u)QU+,~. 
u=-l 
We have 2r+3 m + 4v(r- 1) - 4v(u) + 2 mod 4. Therefore by the first argument he 
only nontrivial entries occur when 
2”+3m+4v(r- I)-4v(u)=2’+‘. 
This can happen only if 
(1) 2’C3m=2”+l and r_(s-2, 
or 
(2) r=s- 1 and 2r+3m=2qfor qrs+2. 
In case 1, f=25+‘+2v(~), rls-2. In case 2, f=24+2v(s- l), qzs+2. 0 
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We have now found some very sharp restrictions on the first module Qa(s.k)-’ that 
is not in the image of Sq ***lk, for k> 1. Very few degrees are possible as shown by 
Corollary 1.14. Also very few Steenrod operations can hit an RE Qa(s.k)-l when 
R $ im Sq*‘+ Ik as is shown by Proposition 1.15. 
In the next section a secondary operation will be introduced that is associated to a 
factorization of Sqe$ k)Sq2” ‘. The operation will imply one of two possibilities. 
Given x E Q”@ k, - ’ and a certain primitive t E PQ(s,k)_I, either R will be in the image 
of primary operations or I*# 0. In the case of a finite H-space, it is known that t* = 0 
for all homology primitives. Hence the operation will force x to be in the image of 
primary operations. 
In particular, we will show Q*‘= Sq8Q9. This verifies Qa(s,k)-’ G imSq2’-‘k in the 
lowest dimension where SL 1, k> 1. The techniques in this relatively simple case 
should be studied carefully because they provide the intuition for the more general 
inductive step. 
2. Modified operations and the inductive step 
In this section we discuss a slight refinement of a secondary operation which was 
introduced in [9, I]. We then gather data to begin a proof by induction. W’e first 
describe the secondary operation needed for our calculations. 
Theorem 2.1. Let Z be an H-space. Let XE H”-‘(Z; Z,) be a representative of a 
generator and suppose x = 8z where 0 E .-J(Z). Further, assume the following three 
conditions are satisfied: 
(1) There is an 42) sub-Hopf algebra Cc H*(Z; Z2) with x d C, bx E C@ C and 
{z) is primitive in H*//C. 
(2) Sq” factors as 
Sq”= f: aibi+ f a;bj 
r=, j=/+l 
and bj0= bj+ CtCj,dj, in .-J(2). Hence 
Sq”B= i a;b,f?+ i ajebj+ 1 ajcj,dj,. 
:=I /=/+I 1.1 
(3) bix, bjZ and d,,t are decomposable in C for all i, j, j,. 
Then there is a secondary operation Q(x) with 
d@(x)=x@x+ i ima;+ f ajf3+ C imUjCj, 
I=, /=/+I 1. f 
+Z(C)H*@H*+H*@I(C)H*. 
Proof. To prove this theorem we must recall some facts about the proof of the main 
theorem of [9]. The proof of this theorem relies on the construction of a certain 
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ladder Toda bracket. We will construct here a ladder Toda bracket which 
corresponds to the relations described in conditions (l), (2) and (3). Call deg z = k, 
and let 
R = K(&, k), 
R,= J!J K(Z~,k+degbiB>X fi K(Zz,k+degbj) 
!=I j=/+l 
R, = K(&, 2n - 1). 
Define fi: K-K0 by 
fi*(ik+degb,B)=bi8ik, K*(ik+degb,)=bjik, h*tik + degd,) = djjk- 
Define tit : &,+f?, by 
I m 
fii,*(i,n- 1) = c aiik+degb,6’ + 
r=l 
2 ajeik+d,,b,+ c ajCj,ik+degd,,e 
,=/+I 1.1 
Let E be the fibre of fi. Similarly we can introduce the following spaces and maps 
K=K(H2,n- l), 
K,= i K(Z2,n- 1 +degbJx fi K(Hz,n- 1 +degbj), 
1=I J=l+l 
K,=K(Zz,2n- l)=R,. 
h : K-K0 and h, : Ko-+K, are defined by 
h*(i,-,+degb,)+biin-r, h*(in-,+degb,)=bjin-I, 
h:(iz,,-,)= i &in-l+dcgb.+j3$+, ajin-l+degb,* 
t=I 
If E is the fibre of h then there is a v E H 2n-2(E) with dv = u@ u where u is the lifting 
of the fundamental class in K(E2, n - 1) (91. 
Furthermore, the condition 
b/0 = Obj + C Cj,dj, 
implies that there is a commutative ladder of infinite loop maps 
(2.1) 
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Hence there is a commutative diagram of infinite loop maps 
i I I i 
E"-E (2.2) 
and we may choose Y= a*(v). Then bv = &1@8zi where 17 is the lifting of the 
fundamental class of R. 
Also 
p(V)= i ai 
m 
i=l 
, k+degb,B-l+,=T+, aJeik+degb,-l+ c ajCi,ik+degd,,-I 
/.I 
j*(v)= i aiin-2+degb,+ f ajin-2+degb,a 
*=I j=/+l 
(2.3) 
We now follow the argument given in [9]. Let ZO be a generalized Eilenberg- 
MacLane space and f: Z-*Zo an H-map such that imf* = C. (Note that ZO may not 
have the product H-structure.) Let g : Z-R be defined by g*(ik) = L. Then there is a 
diagram 
f0 
c 
2 
Z-i? 
f I I K 
zo Ko 
I fil 
KI 
where Z is the fibre off. 
Let ZO be a generalized Eilenberg-MacLane space, f, : Z-Z0 be such that imf: 
contains representatives of the generators of kerf*. Define f, : Z. -tZo/\ Z, by $I= 
(1 l\f,)ii where d is the reduced diagonal. Then condition (3) that b,x, bjZ and djJ 
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are decomposable in C implies that there is a map go: Z. *K. such that im& is 
decomposable and 
g Z-K 
/ I I K 
z AK0 0 
commutes. 
Now Fi,fi= *. Therefore 
*= Ii,@= K,gof. 
Hence g,*fif(i,,,_ ,> E kerf* and is decomposable. But irn7: is all decomposables in 
kerf*. Therefore there exists a g, : Zo~Z, +R, and a big commutative diagram 
Z 
f0 
(2.4) 
Exactly as in Definition 2.4.2 of [9], define q(x) to be the set of all ladder Toda 
brackets belonging to the ladder where the null homotopy f,f= * is chosen to be 
(kfAf,)d, I, : *=f,f. 
Z AK 
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By Corollary 2.4.3 of [9], f{@(x) r&J;(x)) where $cr,*(x)) is the secondary 
operation related to all liftings of gf, to I?; i.e., given a liftingf 
!A’?,~ QK, 
&_&x)) = {f*(V) =f*(@*(v)) ISlifting of gfO). 
Now 
&&o*(x)) = Cf*@.P)(ba*(v)) +I$+). (2.6) 
where D,. * Zr\Z+E is the H-deviation of 05 But 0 is an H-map and gf, is an H- 
map since {z} E H*//C is primitive so 0~: .?A 2-15 factors through _?. Hence 
D,/ = &D/ = C@ = jRa,,D (2.7) 
where 
D : i?r\ z’-C?& and 0~ =lD. 
On the other hand Theorem 3.2.1 of [9] implies 
_ _ 
DpD(foAf,,): ZAZ- E 
fohfo 
\/ 
a 
ZAZ 
(2.8) 
Hence equations (2.6) and (2.7) imply 
d$ *(J&x>) = f:(x) @f:(x) + D *I&,* j *( v) 
=fo*(x) @G(x) 
f: a;ik+degb,B-I+ f ajeik+degb,-I+ c ajCjlik+degd,c-I 
,=I j=/+l J. r 1 
by (2.3). Hence 
&%_fiYx>> =fo*(x> Of;(x) + i ima;+ i imf?j6+ C hUjCj,, 
i=l j=/+l I. r 
and by (2.8) all C im Ui+ C im aj8 + C im ajcj, belong to imCf$@f$). 
Now since Jf:@(x) G d&$(x)), we conclude 
d@(x)=x@x+ f: 
i=l 
ima;+, $+, imaj0+ C imajcj,+kerCfo*@f$). 
.S 1.1 
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But kerdf~@f~)=I(C)H*@H*+H*@f(C)H*. This completes the proof of the 
theorem. 0 
In the course of proving the next few theorems several results in the literature will 
be used. We list them here for future reference: 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
SqZH4k+ ‘(X; Z,) is decomposable for all kr 1 (Lin [7]). 
If tePodd then t’=O (Browder 141). 
If tEPo&j and (Y is an odd degree operation in .d(2) then ta = 0 (Browder 
[4]). Dually Sq’Heve”(X; Z,) is decomposable. 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
If t E Podd and 6 is a doubleton of degree 2 then tb = 0 (Lin [7]). 
If tEP4k+3 then tSq* = 0 (Lin [7]). 
Let z E H*(X; Z2) with bz~ rB@ H*. Then if (r~ .71(t) with (TZ 
decomposable and deg c~zf 2 mod 4, then (~z E CB (Lin [7]). 
(2.15) Q4k= 0 (Kane [5]). 
Theorem 2 2 Q”= Sq8Q9. . . 
Proof. By Theorem 1.4, 17=a(l,2)- 1; we have Q17=Sq8Q9+Sq4Q13and 17is the 
lowest a@, k) - 1 with s? 1, k> 1. Let XE Qt’ and Xt$ im Sq8. We may choose R so 
that Z= Sq4Z where ZE Qi3 and Z$ im Sq*’ for ir 2 by Proposition 1.13. Proposition 
1.1(b) implies Sq I8 = Sq%q* + Sq’*Q2Sq.’ + C api where deg a; = 3 mod 4. Further 
QISq4= SqjQ, + Q2Sq3+ Q2Q, by Proposition 1.1(a). If we absorb Sq1*(Q2Sq3+ 
Q2QI) in C gio; we obtain a formula 
Sq’8Sq4=Sq’6Sq2Sq4+ Sq’*Sq4Qi + Q*Sq4Sq4+ C aioi 
where deg Czi = 3 mod 4. (2.16) 
According to Theorem 1.6 we may choose a representative z for Z with z E Z? and 
dz E rB@d. Then x= Sq4.z. Filter the sub-Hopf algebra B, c H*(X; Z2) of Theorem 
1.6 by 
FIB, = kerd’, I= 1,2, . . . . 
Then if xeF,,,+, B, and x@ F,,,B,, define C to be the d(2) sub-Hopf algebra of B, 
generated by B + F,,,B, . Then dxe C@ C and x $ C. Further {z} E PH*YC because 
B c C and bz E <B@R^. To apply Theorem 2.1 with equation (2.16) we must show 
Sq2Sq4z, Qiz, Sq4Sq4z and aiz are decomposable in C. (2.17) 
Claim. Sq2Sq4z = Qiz = Sq4Sq4z = 0 and ait E <B. 
First note that Sq2H4k+ ‘(X; H2) is decomposable by (2.9). Hence Sq2Sq4z and Qiz 
are decomposable. Further since Sq H ’ even(X; h2) is decomposable by Browder 
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[4, (2.1 I)], we have Sq?Sq‘? = Bz where 6 is a doubleton of degree I 2. Hence, Bz is 
also decomposable. By (2.14), Sq’Sq?, Sq’Sq”z and Q,z belong to B. But since 
Sq’Sq’z, Q,z and Sq’Sq”z are of odd degree, they are all zero. Since dega;z= 
0 mod 4 and Qdk = 0 we must have oiz decomposable and hence CYJ E <B. This proves 
the claim. 
Now suppose XB im Sqs. By induction on m we may assume .?@ im Sq’+ QC. 
Therefore there is a primitive t E PI7 with 
(f,x)#O and (f,imSq’+C)=O. (2.18) 
But Theorem 2.1 implies there is a secondary operation G(x) with 
d@(x)=x@x+imSq16+imSq’2Sq~+imQ2+ Cima; 
+ z(C)H*@H*+ H*@I(C)H*. 
It follows that 
+(t@f,Cima;) since(f,C)=O. (2.19) 
NOW ( f@ f, 1 im ai) = 0 because deg ai is odd and fa = 0 if deg a is odd by (2.11). 
Also (f@f,imSqt6) =0 because fSq*=O and deg(t@f)=34. 
If ( f@ f, im Sq’*Sq4) # 0 then 
(fSq’@fSq’*-‘)Sq4f0 for some I. 
I cannot be odd since any odd primary operation annihilates t by (2.11). If 
I=Omod4 then either I=8 or 12-l=8. Hence (2.18) implies this cannot happen. 
Therefore I= 2 mod 4 and I = 6 and we have 
(fSq6@fSq6)Sq4#0. 
Now 
(fSq6@ fSq6)Sq4 * 0 implies fSq?Sq’@ fSq6Sq4-‘f0 for some 1. 
Once again I must be even. If I=4 we get fSq6Sq4#0. But Sq6Sq4= Sq7Sq3 and 
fSq’= 0. Hence I= 2. But then 0# fSq%q*= fSq2Sq4Sq2 by Proposition 1.2(a) and 
(2.12). We have deg fSq2Sq4= 11. This implies dually that Q” flSq2Q9 #O. This 
contradicts the fact (2.4) that Sq2Q4&+ t = 0. We conclude ( f@ f, im Sq’*SqJ) = 0. 
Finally, consider (f@f,imQ2). We have(t@f)Q2=fQ2@t+f@f~2sincebQ2= 
Q2@ Q2 and tQ2=0. Now if (f@f)Q2# 0 we must have fQ2 #O. This implies 
f[Sq8, Q,] # 0. f[Sq8, Qi] = fQ,Sq8 since fSq8 = 0. 
tQ,SqS= t(Sq4Sq2 + Sq2Sq4)SqS 
= tsq4sq*sqs + tsq*sq4sqs 
= fSq4(SqsSq*+ Sq4Q,) + tSq14 by Proposition 1.1 (c) 
=o since Sq4Sq4 is a doubleton of degree 2. 
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Hence (t@f,imSqi6+imSq”Sq’+imQZ) =O. By equation (2.13), t’t0. This is a 
contradiction to (2.10). 
We conclude RE im Sq8+ QC. By induction on m where XEF,,,. ,B,, xg F,B, we 
conclude Q” = Sq8Q9. G 
3. Proof of the main theorem 
Now that we have shown Q”= Sq8Q9 it remains to complete the inductive step of 
the proof. Our situation is as follows: 
We are given the inductive assumption that for all a(s’,k’)<a(s, k) with s,s’z 1, 
k,k’> 1, 
Q (I(s’,~‘) - I c im sqZf”k’_ 
We must prove Qa(gk)- ’ c im Sq 2s”k. Now if this is not true then 
(3.1) (a) k is even or k = 3 by Proposition 1.11. 
(b) There is an element RE Q”(s*k)-’ with RB im Sq2”lk and a@, k) - 1 must be 
either 2jf2+2v(s- l)- 1 where j>s, or 2 ic2+2j+t+2v(s- l)- 1 where j>s, by 
Corollary 1.14. 
(c) There is an element .?E Qa(s*k)-l with RB im Sql’*‘k and if R= Sq? then I must 
be of one of the following three forms, by Proposition 1.15: 
25+‘+2v(r) -llrls-2, 
2q+2v(s- 1) qzs-2, 
2vW rr0. 
(d) The element REQ~(~~)-~ with R@imSq2’*‘k may be chosen to satisfy 
.?=Sq2sA’t and also conditions (a), (b) and (c). Further Z$ imSq2’ for ir2 and a 
representative t for z may be chosen with bz E (fB@R^. This follows from Theorem 
1.6, Proposition 1.8 and Proposition 1.13. 
For the remainder of the section we will assume Qa(Sk)-’ is not in the image of 
sq 2”‘k for sz 1, k> 1. We will show that in all cases, this leads to a contradiction. 
This will complete the inductive proof. 
Now for all elements RE Q”@ k)- *, R d im Sq2’+Ik we may choose a representative x 
for X with XEF,+~ B,, xeF,,,B for some mr0. Henceforth we will assume x is 
chosen so that m is the smallestpositive integer such that XE F,,,, ,B1, x6 F,,,B,, and 
X@ im SqZ”Ik. This implies Qa(~k)-lF,,,B, c im Sq2’*Ik. Let z be chosen SO that 
iit~ <B@d and Sq2’+‘z=x satisfies condition (d). Let C be the .Y(2) sub-Hopf 
algebra generated by B+ F,,,B,. Then {t} EP(H*/C) and dx~ C@C and x$ C. 
Hence the first condition of Theorem 2.1 is satisfied. 
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(3.2) By (3.l)(c, d) there is a primitive ?E P,(5,kJ_I with (t,x)#O and (t,C> =0 and 
(f, im Sq’) = 0 if I does not have one of the following three forms: 
(1) 2’+’ +2v(r), -1 lrls-2, 
(2) 24+2v(s- l), qzs+2. 
(3) 2v(r), rro, 
Also tSq2’+‘Sq2’=0 if iz2. 
It suffices to show that under these conditions t2#0 because this will contradict 
(2.10). This will be our goal. 
Proposition 3.1. Suppose a(s, k) - 1 = 2j+2+ 2v(s- 1) - 1 where j>s. Then if 
t E p,, k) - I satisfies equation (3.2), tSq2”u- t)Sq2” = 0 and tSq2”(s%q2”’ = 0. 
Proof. Ifj>s+ 1, the Adem relations for Sq2s+zSq2v~-i)-2’t’ imply 
sq2Y"-"sq2"'= Sq2~+~Sq2Y(j-l)-2s+' 
L’+‘-, 
+ c a"Sq2V(j-1)+2'*'-n 
w 
?I=0 
where R,EE~. Because degt=2jf2+2v(s- l)- 1, tSq2”‘j-‘)+25”=0, For Ocn5 
2s+i- 1, 2v(j- 1)+2”+i - n is not of the form described in (3.1)(c). Therefore 
tSq2~ti-~)+2”‘-n=O for O<n<25+1- 1 
Similarly tSq2’+‘= 0. Therefore 
tSq2H_i- usqzs-‘=(). 
Now consider tSq2%qZs*’ where t E P21-1+2,,(s_ ,,_ , . Then the Adem relations 
imply 
Sq 2v(s)sq2s", 
zI”_, 
J, anSq 
2v(s-I)+25+'-nSqn~ 
Equation (3.1)(c) implies tSq2”@- ‘I+ 25”-n = 0 for 11n52~+‘- 1. This completes 
the proof. 0 
Proposition 3.2. Suppose ~EP~(,,~)_, and s= 1 and t satisfies the conditions of 
(3.2). Then degree t iseither Zj+=s 1 or 2jc2+2j+i+ 1 wherej> 1 and tSq2”‘Sq”= 
0 for rrj. 
Proof. The degree of t has the above form by Corollary 1.14. Now by Proposition 
1.1 
Sq2’+== “F_, Sqz’-4v(uQU+1 + C aicri 
where degaj=3 mod4. Equation (3.2) implies tSqz’+2= tSq‘lQ,_z. Now if r>2 then 
Proposition 1.1 implies QI_lSq4 = Sq40,_2 + C cidi where deg ci is odd. Hence (3.2) 
and Proposition 1.2(c) imply 
tSq2’+‘Sq4= tSq-‘Sq’Qj_2= tsQ,_2 
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where 6 is a doubleton of degree 2. Hence by (2.12) 
tSq 2’+ 2sq44. 
Now if r = 2 then 
tscpsq4 = rSq6Sq4 = tSq’Sq3 = 0. 
We conclude tSq 2’+2Sqd= 0 in all cases. Cl 
Theorem 3.3. Suppose a(s, k) - 1 = 2jc2+ 2v(s- 1) - 1 where j>s. Then if 
.FE cJ~“~)-’ and tE PaCs,k,_I are chosen as in (3.2) then t2 # 0. 
Proof. By Proposition 1. I(a) and (b) there is a factorization 
Sq 2'+'+2v(s- I'Sqt'+'= 
(3.3) 
j-s-l 
+ ul, %2’*2 -2'+'v(u)Sq2"'QU+s 
+ QjSq’” ‘Sq”+ ’ + C QjCti 
i 
where deg oi = 3 mod 4. 
Here we used for u L 0 
QUf5SqZs*‘=Sq2”‘Qu+sf C Cjdj 
where deg dj = 3 mod 4. This follows from Proposition 1.1(a). 
The factorization (3.3) satisfies condition (2) of Theorem 2.1. We now show 
condition (3) of Theorem 2.1 is satisfied. 
(3.4) Q u+lXt e u+st and Sqrc’x are zero. Further oiz E <B. 
We have Sq2hr4kc1(X; Z2)=0 by (2.9). This implies that &+rx and &+J are 
decomposable. By (2.14), Q,+ ,xE<B and QucSr~<B. But since they have odd 
degree, they are zero. Theorem 1.4(b,) implies Sq2”‘x is decomposable. Hence 
Sq2”‘xE <B and therefore is also zero. Now deg oizm 0 mod 4. Therefore by (2.15) 
oft is decomposable. Hence (2.14) implies oizE (B. This proves (3.4) and condition 
(3) of Theorem 2.1 is satisfied. 
By Theorem 2.1 there is a secondary operation @I(X) with 
s-2 
d@(x)=x@x+ C imSq2"'+4"cl-2,-4'("r+'~~~' imSq2'-'-2'*'~(U)SqZ'*' 
u=-I 
+imQj+ C ima;+I(C)H*@H*+H*@I(C)H*. 
I 
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It follows that, because of (3.2), 
(t2,@(x)) = (t@t,d@(x)> 
= ((,X)2+ ( t@t, ‘i2 imSq2“~+4V(S-2)-4"(") u=-I > 
1-s-I 
+ ( t@t, C imSq2’+*-2i-‘V(U)Sq2r+’ lI=O > 
+ (t@t,imQ+ Cima;> (3.5) 
One of the terms besides (t,x>2 must be nonzero to cancel (t,x)‘. Otherwise 
t2#0. We will show that all the other terms are zero and this will imply t2#0. 
Note that because odd degree operations annihilate f by (2.1 l), if (t@ t, im Sq2’) # 
0 then we must have 
tSq,+ 2m @ tSq’-2m f 0 for some m. (3.6) 
We will use this fact repeatedly. 
Claim a. (t@ t, C”,12_, im Sq2’+L+4Y(S-2)-4Y(U)) = 0. 
If this were not true then there would be an integer m 20, 0 5 2m 5 2v(u) such that 
tSq 2J+‘+2v(s-2)-2v(u~+2/n~t~q2”‘+2Y(S-2)-2ZY(U)-2?m~~~ 
(Note that 2ms2v(u) because of the degree of t.) 
Now by (3.2), 2j+ ’ + 2v(s - 2) - 2v(u) f 2m must be of the form 
2’+ ’ + 2v(r) -llflS-2, 
24+ 2v(s- 1) qzs+2, 
2v(r) r2-1. 
Because j>s, 2j+ 1 + 2v(s - 2) - 2v(u) + 2m cannot have these forms. This proves 
Claim a. 
Claim b. (t@t, Ccl;- ’ im Sq2’*L-2”‘“(“)Sq2.“‘) = 0. 
It suffices to show 
(tsq”+’ -Z%)+ 2mg tSs 2” ’ - 2%4U) - 2m)Sq25- ’ = 0 
for 05urj-s- 1, 052mIZv(s+u- 1). 
We may write 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
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For (3.7) to be nontrivial, 2j+ I -2%(u) + 2m must have the form 
22+‘+2v(r) -llrls-2, 
2q+ 2v(s- 1) qrs+2, (3.9) 
2v(r) r2-I. 
From (3.8), 2j+~-2S~(~)+2m#2s+1+2~(r), -llrls-2. Now suppose 
2j+l--2yt4)+2m=2q+2V(S- l), qrs+2. 2m12v(s+u- 1) forces u=j-s- 1 
and 2m = 2v(s - 2). Under these circumstances 
2j+t--2Sv(u)+2m=2j+2v(s- 1) 
and since qzs+2 this impliesjrs+2. 
Now examine 2j+*-2%(u)-2m; for u=j--s- 1, 2m=2v(s-2),jrs+2 
2j+ I - 2~4~) - 2m = 2j f 2. 
Hence 2j+2 must be one of the numbers appearing in (3.9). Becausejrs+ 2. this is 
possible only ifs= 1. Then 2j+2=24+2v(s- 1) for qzs+2. 
From equation (3.7) we get 
(tsq=‘+=@tsq=‘+=)sq4#0. 
We have 
(tsq=‘+= @tSq2’+2)Sq4= i tSq”+?Sq’@tSq=‘+=Sq4-! 
/=O 
By Proposition 3.2, tSqzJf2Sq4=0. If 1=2, SqzJt2Sq2 is a doubleton of degree 2 by 
Proposition 1.2(a). Hence (2.12) implies 
tSq 2’f 2Sq2 = 0. 
Finally, if I is odd (2.11) implies tSq2’+‘Sq’= 0. We conclude 
(tSq2’+=~tSq=‘+=)Sq4=0. 
This completes the proof for the case 2 j+t-2~v(u)+2m=2q+2V(.5-i)forq~s+2. 
To complete the proof of Claim b it suffices to consider the case 
2j+ ’ - 2=v(u) + 2m = 2v(r) for some r. 
We divide this into subcases 
(1) u=o, 
(2) O<u<j-s- 1, 
(3) u=j-s- 1. 
Suppose u = 0. Then 2m = 2v(s - 2) and 
2j+1-25v(0)+2m=2v(j-1), 2i+~_2S_2m=2i+...+2’+‘+2. 
By (3.l)(c),j=s+ 1 and 
(tSq’“(“OtSq2s*‘+=)Sq=*+’ +O* 
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This implies 
tSq*“%q*~~tSq~“‘+*Sq*‘~‘-?‘#O for some 05 21125+ t. (3.10) 
Now by Proposition 1.1 and (3.2), 
tSq?“(Q= t(Sq*A+‘Q,_, + Q,). 
Therefore if 0< 21~ 2s+ I, Proposition 1.1 and (3.2) imply 
tSqWSq?1= t(Sq?-’ sq*‘Q,_, + Sq”Q,) = tSq~i-‘Sq~‘Q,_, 
because tSq*‘Q,= 0 by (3.2) and the fact that doubletons of degree 2 annihilate f. 
Finally, tSq 2s“Sq2’Q,_I =0 because either Sq”Q,_, is a doubleton of degree 2 or 
21~ 0 mod 4 and tSql’* ’ Sq”= 0 by (3.2). This implies 
tSq2Y(s)Sq”= 0 if O< 2/C 25+ ‘. 
By Proposition 3.1 
tSq 2vwsq2’- ’ = 0. 
This implies by (3.10) that 
(tSq2”‘s’~tSq2’-‘+2)Sq2~-‘= tSq2”‘s’~tSq’j-“2Sq2~-‘. 
Ifs= 1, 
tSq 
?I-‘+2sq25+‘= tSq7Sq3=0* 
Ifs> 1, (3.2) and Proposition 1.1 imply 
tSq2’-‘+2Sq2’-’ = tSq2’+~Sq2Sql’bh 
= tSq*s+‘Sq*s+lSq*= t&q’ 
where 6 is a doubleton of degree 2s by Proposition 1.2. By Proposition 1.10, td = 0. 
This completes the proof of subcase (1). 
Now supposeO<u<j-s- 1. If 2j+’ -2%(u) + 2tn = 2v(r) then r=j- 1 and 2m = 
2~(~-22)+2~+‘+.~.+2~+~. Hence 
2i+i_2Sv(u)_2m=21’+...+2S+u-?+2S-i+2. 
Equation (3.2) implies 
tSq 
2”‘-2sv(u)-2m __o. 
This proves subcase (2). 
Now suppose u =j -s - 1 > 0. Then if 2 j+ ’ - 2Vj - s - 1) + 2m = 2v(r) this implies 
2m=2v(s-2)+25+‘+..* + 2j- *. Therefore 2j’ I - 2%(j - s - 1) - 2m = 2s+ ’ + 2. This 
reduces to 
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If we follow the argument for u = 0 which showed that 
(tSqz’cs’~tSq’S-‘-2)Sq”“=O, 
a very similar argument using Proposition 3.1 proves 
(tSq2”o’-o~tSq2~-‘+2)Sq2~-‘=0. 
This proves Claim b. 
Claim c. (t@t,imQ,+Cima;)=O. 
We have deg ai odd and AQj = Q/O Qj. Therefore (2.11) implies 
(t@ t)(Qj + C im 0;) = tQj@ t + tQ,@ t, 
tQj = tSq”*‘Qj_ I+ tQj_ 1Sq2’*‘= tQj_ ISq”+’ by (3.2) sincej>s. 
deg tQj= v(s). Therefore if tQj+O this implies dually Sq2’*‘Q”“‘*0. But j>~ 
implies Sq2”‘QV@)= 0. We conclude tQj = 0 and this proves Claim c. 
Claims a, b, c together with (3.5) imply 
(t’,@(x)) = <t,xp#o. 
This implies t2#0, which completes the proof of Theorem 3.3. 0 
Theorem 3.4. Suppose a(s, k) - 1 = 2 J+2+2j+t+2v(s- l>- 1 where j>s. Zf 
XEQ U(S*k)-’ and t EP,(,kj_I are chosen to satisfy (3.2) then t2#0. 
Proof. By Proposition 1.1 there is a factorization 
s-2 
sq 
2”*+2’+‘+2v(s-I~~q25~‘~ 
“5, sq 
2’*‘+2’*‘+4v(s-2)-4v(~)Q~+,~~Z~~’ 
J-s-l 
+ “?, Sq2’*‘+2J~‘-2~V(U)Sq25~‘~U_s 
+ Qjsq 
2’*‘+2”‘Sq25+‘+ caia, 
where deg oi = 3 mod 4. 
We used Qu+sSq2’+‘=Sq2’*‘Q,+, + 1 cjdj where deg dj s 3 mod 4. Recall by (3. I) 
there is an element with x= Sq 2s**z. To apply Theorem 2.1 we must prove 
Q u+lX, Q u+& Sq 2”’ + 2s-‘x, (YiZ. are decomposable in C. (3.11) 
Since Sq2H4k+ ‘(X; Z,) is decomposable and Qdk= 0, this implies QU_ Ix, QUcsz, 
(Yit are all decomposable. But bx and dz belong to @OR. By (2.14). &+1x= 
Q,,+J=O and aitE<B. Since BcC we get that Qu+l~, Qu+~z and CyiZ are 
decomposable in C. 
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Now consider Sq2’*‘+2“‘_yE H2’*‘+2L’(S)- 1, 2J+3+2v(s)- 1 =a(s+ 1,2;-3- 1. By 
Theorem 1 4 Q2’-‘+Z”(s)-‘f7imK,+, =O. But by Proposition 1.1(d) * 9 
% 
2’+‘+2~+‘x=~9:‘-‘sq2’*‘x+ k sq2’a;x* 
t=o 
Therefore 
Sq 2”‘+Zs+;C~ imK,+, 
so sq 2”‘c2J”x is decomposable and dxe@@H*. We conclude by (2.14) that 
Sq- 7’-1+2rr’~=0. This proves (3.11). 
By Theorem 2.1 there is a secondary operation q(x) satisfying 
s-l 
J@(x)=x@x+ 1 imSq?'~'+2'~'+4V(5-2j-JV(U) 
u=-I 
j-s- I 
+ & sq 2’*~+2’-‘-2sv(u)Sq2S+’ 
Hence 
+ im Qj + C im ai + Z(C)H*@ H* + H*@I(C)H*. 
([Z,@(X)) = ([,x)1+ 
( 
t@[, “‘i:, imSq2'*Z+2'+'+4Y(S-22)--JY(U) 
> 
j-s-l 
+ t@t, 
( 
C imSq2'T2+2'+'-2sV(U)Sq2'+' 
Id=0 > 
+(t@f,imQj+ Cilllai). (3.12) 
If this is nonzero, then there exists an even number 2m with 0~2m~2v(n) with 
tSq 2J”+2~+2v(s-2)-2v(u)+2m~t~q2J~‘+2*+2v(~-2)-2v(~)-2mf~~ 
By (3.2), 2j+ ’ + 2j+ 2v(s - 2) - 2v(u) + 2m must be of one of the following forms: 
2s+ ’ + 2v(r) -llEs-2, 
24+2v(s- 1) qrs+2, 
2v(r) r20. 
Since j>s, 012m 5 2v(u), this is impossible. This proves Claim a. 
Claim b. (tat, ~~~~-'Sq2'-1+2'~'-2r'(~)Sq2s")=0. 
If this were nonzero there would be an even integer 2m, 0 I 2m I2'- ‘V(U) +
2v(s - 2) with 
tSq 2J”+2J-2s~‘v(~)+2m~~~q2J+‘+2J-2s~’v(u)-2m~~~ 
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By (3.2), 2Jf’+2J-2’-‘v(u)+Zm must have one of the forms described in (3.1). 
We have 2j+‘+2j-2S-‘~(u)+2m#2*“+2v(r) because j>s. If 2J+‘+2j- 
2’-‘v(u)+2m=2q+2v(s- 1) for qrs+2, then 
Now supposej>s+ 1. Then this forces 
2mr2j-‘+2J>ZS-‘v(u)+Zv(s-2). 
Hence this is impossible, so j =s+ 1 and hence u = 0 and 2m = 2v(s - 3). So 2j’ ’ + 
2i-2r-IV(U)+2m=2s+2 +2v(s- 1). Then 2j+‘+2j-25-b(u)-2m=2S’2+25+2. 
Therefore tSq 2”‘+2’-2’-‘Y(u)--z,?t_ - 0. 
Finally, suppose 2jf ’ + 2j- 2z-‘v(u) + 2m = 2v(r). Then 2m has 2j in its dyadic 
expansion. But 2m12v(s-2)+2S-‘v(u)=2v(s-3)+25+U where usj-s- 1. Hence 
this is impossible. This proves Claim b. 
Claimc. (t@t,imQj+Cai)=O. 
We have 
(f@t)(Qj+ CC7;)=tQj@t+t@fQ~ 
because deg ai is odd and AQj = QjO QJ. 
Now consider tQj* By (3.2), if i> 1 then tSq2’Sq2’=0 unless i=s+ 1, r= 1. 
Applying the inductive definition for Qj, we get 
tQj= t[Sq2’-‘y Qj_ I] = tQj_ lSq”+l sincej>s 
= @Sq?*-L.. Sq”+’ 
= tSq2’-Q_ ‘Sq2’-= . .. sq”*’ f @_ ‘Sq2’+‘Sq2’+= . . . Sq2’-‘. 
Now Q,_ ,Sq2’+‘= Sq2“‘Q,_ l + Sq2”‘Q,+ Caiai where degree ai is odd by 
Proposition 1.1(a). Therefore 
tSq2s+‘Qs_ lSqz”Z ..* Sq2JCl =O* 
So we have 
tQj= tQ,_ ISq2’+’ .‘* Sq”“. 
Expanding OS,-’ we get tQ5-’ = tSq2SqJ . ..Sq2’ since tSq2’=0 if i+ 1, s+ 1. It 
follows that 
tQj = tSqZSq.‘... Sq2+ 
= tSq2”ti’ by the Adem relations. 
But if this is nonzero, that would imply Q2”‘+2”‘c2v(s-‘)-’ nim Sq2”03#0. This is 
impossible because 2v(j) is larger than +(2j+‘+ 2j+ ’ + 2v(s- 1)). Therefore tQj = 0 
and this completes Claim c. 
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Claims a, b, and c together with equation (3.12) imply (t*,@(x)) = (r,x)*#O. We 
conclude t*#O. 0 
We can now prove the main theorem (Theorem 1.9). 
Main theorem. Let sz 1, k> 1. Then 
QW,k)-l 5; imSq*'+'k. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.2, Q “= Sq8Q9. Now suppose that for all a@‘, k’) <a@, k). 
s’2 1, k’> 1 
Q O(t*K)- I c im Sq*"+'V. 
Suppose QU(s*k)- ’ is not contained in the image of Sq2’d’k. Then by Corollary 1.14, 
a(s, k) - 1 must have one of the following forms: 
(a) a&k)- 1 =2i+*+2v(s- l)- 1 wherej>s. 
(b) a(s,k)-l=2j+*+2j+*+2v(s-1)-1 wherej>s. 
By Theorems 3.3 and 3.4 and equation (3.2) there exists a primitive tEP,(,k)_, with 
t* #O. This contradicts (2.10). Therefore we conclude Q”(s,k)-’ G im Sq2”+Ik. By 
induction the theorem follows. 0 
Corollary3.5. Q8k+*=Sq4kQ4k+‘fork>l. 
Proof. 8k+ 1 =a(l,k)- 1. Cl 
4. Applications 
There are several simple applications of the main theorem. We show here that the 
action of the Steenrod algebra on generators of even degree can be considerably 
simplified, as a consequence of the main theorem. We also prove that H*(X; Z) has 
two-torsion of order at most 2. 
Proposition 4.1. Let XE HJk+* with iix~ <BQ B, XE B and Sq4kx decomposable. 
Then there exists a y E Hdk + ’ with dy E <B@ R and x - Sq’y E ker Sq”“. 
Proof. By hypothesis, {Sq4kx} EP(H*//~B) and is decomposable of degree 
congruent to 2mod4. Therefore {Sq4kx} = {yl* where y may be chosen such that 
iiy E <B@R because y is a generator (Proposition 1.8). 
Now 
y*=Sq4k+‘y=Sq~kSq’y+Sq*Sq’Sq*Sq4k-4y. 
By (2.9) and (2.14), Sq’SqJkm4y= 0. Therefore 
y* = Sq4kSq’y. 
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We have (SqJkx-y2) = 0 in H*/<B. If z= Sq4’x- yz then zeI(<B)H* and 
bz~ <B@H*. By Milnor-Moore [l I], there is an isomorphism 
O:H*d H*@H* = H*L’<B@rB 
and B(z) = 1 @Q(Z). But deg L = 8k + 2 and <B is concentrated in degrees divisible by 
4. Therefore tY(z) = 0 and z = 0. So we conclude 
0=Sq”~x-y2=Sq4~(X--Sq’y). •I 
Theorem 4.2. Q8k+2=0 for kz 1. 
Proof. Q lo= Sq4Q6= 0 by [6, 71. Therefore we may assume k> 1. Let k be chosen 
so that 8k + 2 is the largest integer such that Qgk+* # 0. Then SqskQBk+‘= 0. We will 
show this implies a contradiction. By Proposition 4.1 there must be an O+ZE Q8k+2 
with representative x, AXE <B@ B and Sqskx = 0. 
Assume by induction that if XE FIB = kerd’ for I<m + 1 that .Y= 0. Then if 
XEF ,,,+,B, xeF,,,B, let C be the ~(2) sub-Hopf algebra generated by F,,,B. Then 
dxEC@CandxgC. 
Claim. j?=Sq’Pforsome~EQ8k+1. 
If R@ im Sq’ there exists a primitive t c P8&+2 with 
(6x> +o, (t,imSq’+C)=O. 
Applying Theorem 2.1 with 8= identity, Sqskc3 = Sq3SqSk yields 
d@(x)=x@x+imSq3+Z(C)H*@H*+H*@I(C)H*. 
Hence ( t2, G(x)> = ( t,x)2#0. This is a contradiction which proves the claim. 
Now choose y so that dy E <B@ H*. Then by Proposition 1.8, (2.14) w =x - Sq’y 
is decomposable and therefore zero. Hence x = Sq’y. Now deg y = 8k + 1 with k> 1. 
By Corollary 3.5, Proposition 1.8 and (2.14), there exists a y1 E Hdkf * with 
by r E {B@ H* and y = Sq"&y, .
We conclude x= Sq’y = Sqjkc’ y, =y:. This contradicts the fact that .F#O. 0 
Theorem 4.3. Q’“” G im Sq’. 
Proof. By (2.15) QJk=O and by Theorem 4.2 Sq4kQ4k+2=0. Let XgQdkc2. It 
suffices to show x= Sq’y for some JE Q 4k+ * By Proposition 4.1 we may assume X .
has representative XE ker Sq4&. 
Assume if XEF~B, l<m+l, then _%EimSq’. Then if xeF,,,+,B, xeF,,,B and 
RB im Sq’ let C be the .9(t) sub-Hopf algebra generated by F,,,B. Then AXE C@ C, 
xb C, and there is a primitive t E Pa& + 2 with 
(t,x>#O and (t,imSq’+C) =O. 
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By Theorem 2.1, Sq Jk+ 3 = Sq3Sqdk implies 
b@(x)=~@x+irnSq~+I(C)H*@!f*+Zf*@Z(C)H*. 
Therefore (t2,@(x)) = (f,xj2#0. This is a contradiction so XeimSq’. This 
completes the inductive step. 0 
Corollary 4.4. H*(X; Z) has two-torsion of order at most 2; hence B?(X) = B,(X) 
where B,(X) is the i-th term of the mod 2 Bockstein sequence. 
Proof. Sq’ is the first Bockstein, and H*(X; Z,) is a differential Hopf algebra with 
respect o Sq’. The Bockstein spectral sequence has B,(X) = H*(X; Zz) and B,(X) = 
H*(X; z)/torsion 0 ZZ. 
By [9, II, Theorem 4.5.21 and Theorem 4.3, B2(X) = B,(X). This implies the 
theorem. 0 
We now state a global theorem about the action of the Steenrod algebra on the 
even generators. 
Theorem 4.5. Let SC 1, kr 1. Then Qa(%k) c im Sq”* lk. 
Proof. By [6, Theorem 4.51, Qa(s.k) G imSq2’Y’k+ im Sq2’+‘. Hence if k= 1 we are 
done. If k> 1 then by Theorem 4.2, and Theorem 3.5 
QU(~,k)~~qlQ”(~,k~-lI~ql~q2~-‘kQb(s-l,k)-l 
= [sq”-‘k Sql+Sq~SqlSq?r+‘k-2]Qb’~-l,k’-l~ 
But since Q”= 0, Q ‘(A k, f7 im Sq2 = 0. Therefore 
Q u(S,k)=SqZS~‘kSqlQb(S-l,k)-l. q 
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